CIS Subcontractor Plugin
When creating suppliers who are subcontractors I would suggest putting an SC- before their name so
they can easily identified when looking at a supplier list.

Any subcontractor should have the CIS tab information filled in. We need to identify they are a
subcontractor and the % rate we deduct for tax as a minimum.

When entering a normal bill / credit you can do the CIS analysis now or later on. If you want to do it
at the time of the bill then you go into the CIS tab. See below:

So you can confirm the Labour amount at the time of posting the bill and tick the confirm button
which is carried through the reconcilation. The same goes for supplier credits as well.

If I go into the menu item in Supplier – Tools – Subcontractor CIS the above form loads up. This is
where we can edit already confirmed bills and change the labour amount. And edit transactions that
have not had the labour element confirmed when a user entered a bill. The labour amount and
labour confirmed tick box are the only editable fields.
Only subcontractor bills and credits will appear. By clicking the Post CIS Entries button in the toolbar
it will, for the labour confirm ticked transactions, post the following:
A Bill to the HMRC account for the Tax Deduction amount and a Credit to the Supplier Account for
the Tax Deduction amount. It will take the nominal code and tax code from the HMRC account which
should be zero rated. The net effect on the nominal code is 0.
It should be noted that it is only on the Labour value is any tax deducted. We do not deduct tax on
materials or the vat amount.

The above is the bill that gets posted to the HMRC account. It has the original bill code and tax
deduction amount in reference 1 and the supplier code in reference 2. Below is the corresponding
credit to the supplier account. Same date, same nominal and tax code.

When you come to pay the subcontractor you can pick the Bill and the Credit and pay the Balance.
On their remittance it will show both transactions so the subcontractor knows what has been
deducted for tax. So the Supplier account is easy to reconcile and keep track of what is payable. See
below:

The same goes for the HMRC account below:

The above tab shows all the transactions that have had the bill and credit for tax deductions posted
so they are not posted again. i.e. when they move from the CIS Outstanding tab.

The reconciled Tab shows previously reconciled CIS returns that can consist of numerous
transactions. These transactions are flagged as being in a return i.e you have sent to the payroll
department and they have put these amounts through the payroll. By opening them up you can see
the transactions for the return period.
By clicking the reconcile HMRC transactions button you will be presented with the following form:

You would enter your period into the date range. A lot of CIS periods don’t coincide with calendar
months. Then you click “Produce CIS Return”

If there are transactions that are dated before this date range that have not been included in a
return then you get the option to include them or exclude them. In most cases you would want to
include them as it means you have not put them through the payroll. This could happen if you get a
very late supplier bill in and you have already done the period return for the payroll.

It displays the transactions that meet that criteria. You can see totals for Labour, Materials, VAT and
the tax amount by supplier. This can be produced as an Excel spreadsheet and print layout. This is
what you send to you payroll department or accountant to process the payroll. It should be easy for
them as they just use the totals.
By clicking reconcile it will flag the transactions as reconciled and save the return so you could look
at it again or print it again if you wanted to. These transactions will not go into another return.
The HMRC Account should be the balance of what you owe to them for the tax you have deducted
from Subcontractor suppliers.

